Teaching Resource Activity Overview
Year 7 – Year 10
Activity
1.

Topic
Let’s get moving warm up

2.

Introduction to aerobics
movements

3.

Corner to corner
(Warm up)

4.

Movement card circuit
(Warm up)

5.

Variation on musical
chairs
(Warm up)

6.

Creating a basic sequence

7.

What is a mini sequence?

8.

Creating a 8 count mini
sequence

9.

Creating formations

10.

Learn the 32count
sequence

11.

Learning compulsory
movements.

Objectives for each activity
Traditional aerobics warm up used to
introduce students to the style of
movement and to show a contrast to
what sport aerobics is compared with
group fitness aerobics.
Introduction to aerobics vocabulary.
Teaching students the name of the
movement and how to perform it.
Students develop an understanding of
what sport aerobics movements are and
how they can use them to travel in space.
Using the vocab cards each student
follows the leader style and leads one
movement from corner to corner.
Corner to corner can be used as a fitness
activity.
Reinforcing understanding of aerobics
movements call. Students can perform
movements in their own time and have
the opportunity to experiment with
travelling and change of direction
Students move aerobically and become
more familiar with aerobics movement,
vocabulary and how to execute specific
movements.
Students will learn how to create a basic
aerobics sequence using aerobics
movement cards to aid their decision
making process.
Students further develop understanding
of what a mini sequence is and how to
use it in an aerobics routine by
completing a view and respond activity.
For students to learn what a mini
sequences is in an aerobics routine and
to learn how to create one.
Students develop an understanding of
how to create formations and how to
apply them to their/your choreography
Students learn the 32 count compulsory
combination. Students should focus on
learning the movements in the correct
order and performing them with the
correct technique.
To develop an understanding of the
compulsory elements in an aerobics
routine and how to execute each
element.

Duration
1hour

15-20min

10-15min

10-15min

10min

20-30min

30min

20min

20-30min

20 -30min

10min

12.

Creating arm lines

13.

What is a transition?

14.

What is a skill move?

15.

What is a Maxi sequence

16.

Vocab Test

17.

Learn “Getting Started”
choreography

18.

Creating start and finish
shapes

19.

Putting it all together to
create a performance

20.

Reflection

Students develop an understanding of
how to create interesting arm lines and
then add them to compulsory stride
jumps.
To develop students understanding of
what a transition is and how to use it in
an aerobics routine.
To develop students understanding of
what a skill move is and how to use skill
moves in an aerobics routine.
To develop students understanding of
what a maxi sequence is and how to use
it in an aerobics routine.
This literacy component is important. The
aim is for students to develop an
understanding of the vocabulary used in
sport aerobics and to be able to
demonstrate the movements.
For students to develop a deeper
understanding of how to learn
choreography and to learn a more
complex aerobics sequence.
Students develop an understanding of
how to create a creative start and end
shape.
For students to be able to practice and
present a completed aerobics routine
that they have created from activities in
class.
Reflective activity on the final aerobics
routine.

Extra resources
NZCAF getting started
choreography

Full aerobics routines choreographed,
ready for teachers to pick up and teach.
http://nzcaf.org.nz/getting-started-withnzcaf/sport-aerobics-routine-1/

10-15min

20min

20min – 1hour

1hour

20min – 1hour

1hour

30-40min

3-4hours

20-40min

Resources Overview
Resource
Number

Description of resource

Addition Information

1.

Youtube Clips

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zDRd57npSc
This clip is a traditional group fitness class that you
would see in a gym.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0szzjDuLDr0
This clip is a sport aerobics fitness routine that you
would see at a World Championships competition.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGwcelZ3HQ4
This clip shows a senior male world champion
completing a sport aerobics individual male routine.

2.

Movement Cards

3.

Demonstration of
movement cards

4.

NZCAF national
championships DVD

5.

Mini sequence
worksheet
Formations worksheet

Movement cards are a list of basic aerobic
movements. The cards need to be printed, laminated
and chopped into individual movements. You may
wish to make two sets depending on you class size
A demonstration of basic aerobic movements can be
found in the resources section on the website.
http://nzcaf.org.nz/nzcaf-resources/
This DVD is available annually for purchase from
NZCAF. Please email your regional representative for
more information.
http://nzcaf.org.nz/contact/nzcaf-committeemembers/
This worksheet is designed for students to count the
number of mini sequences in a routine.
This worksheet is designed for students to record
their formations that they used when modifying
their mini sequence.
These are the rules and guidelines for entering the
school competition run by NZCAF. The latest version
can be downloaded from the NZCAF website.
http://nzcaf.org.nz/technical-regulations/
The demonstration can be found of the NZCAF
website. Routine 1 combination 2 shows the 32
count complusary combination. Combination 1 and 3
can be used for activity 17.
http://nzcaf.org.nz/getting-started-with-nzcaf/sportaerobics-routine-1/
These cards describe the compulsory movements
and how they need to be performed.
Students use this worksheet to record arm lines
created for stride jumps.
These cards could be printed and laminated and cut
up into individual cards or left as a student hand out
that can just be printed for students to write on in
their group.
The cards show each of the four skill element
categories and a description of each element.
Teacher copy with definitions. Student copy to be
filled in throughout the aerobics unit.
This sheet is designed for students to create
effective start and finish shapes.
Marking schedule to be used for student reflection.

6.

7.

NZCAF technical
regulations

8.

Demonstration routine 1

9.
10.

Compulsory movement
cards
Arm lines worksheet

11.

Transition cards

12.

Skill move cards

13.

Vocabulary definitions

14.

Start and finish shapes

15.

Marking schedule

Resource is used in
the following
activities
Activity 1

Activity 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
8, 15

Activity 2

Activity 7

Activity 7
Activity 9

Activity 10

Activity 10, 11, 17

Activity 11
Activity 12
Activity 13, 15

Activity 14, 15
Activity 16
Activity 18

AEROBICS ACTIVITIES
Sequences
Objectives

Equipment

Preparation
Activity
Instructions

Let’s get moving warm up
Traditional aerobics warm up used to introduce students to the style of
movement and to show a contrast to what sport aerobics is compared
with group fitness aerobics
Aerobics Music
Stereo
Aerobic choreography
Resource 1: Youtube Clips
Access to Youtube – computer/projector
Ensure you have music and choreography ready to teach
- Teach 3-5 high impact aerobics tracks
- Introduce students to basic aerobics movements
- Get students to travel the movements and use the movements to
change direction
If you are not able to teach an aerobics workout, you could
consider learning the choreography from outube or have your
class follow a youtube class.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zDRd57npSc
Students now watch a sport aerobics routine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0szzjDuLDr0
Students now need to comment on the difference between group
fitness aerobics and competition fitness aerobics? Create a class
or small group brainstorm: e.g.
- Timing both
- Speed of movement very fast vs a speed that class participants
can follow
- Formations lots vs none
- Use of levels lots vs some
- Unison vs non unison
- Instructor lead verses a performance sport
- Very high impact
- Complex arm lines that are unpredictable verses basic arm lines
- Complex foot work
- Less repetitions of movements in sport aerobics than group
fitness aerobics
Now discuss what is similar?
- Same base aerobics style movements
- Similar both done with a high level of fitness

Extension

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGwcelZ3HQ4
Cameron Brown Male World Champion
Sport aerobics has different categories.
Show students this routine and get them to compare it to the last routine.
What are the similarities? What are the differences?

Activity 1

Student
Questions
Teaching Points

See above
Teachers need to ensure they have watched the youtube clips before and
understand the difference between the categories so they can guide
discussion. Students can add this to their vocab sheet.
Sport aerobics has different categories. The fitness category has groups of
6-8 competitors and there are not compulsory elements, push up or static
skill moves. Alternately the sport aerobics categories have individuals,
pairs and teams of 3. Competitors must have compulsories, and skill
elements such as push up, static, flexibility and aerial.
You can access aerobics music easily usinga website such as spotify.com
and grooveshark.com and stream music at no cost.

Movement
vocabulary –
Warm up
Objectives
Equipment

Preparation

Activity
Instructions

Extension

Student
Questions
Teaching Points

Introduction to aerobics movements

Introduction to aerobics vocabulary. Teaching students the name of the
movement and how to perform it.
Resource 2: Aerobic movement cards
Resource 3: Demonstration of movement cards
Aerobics music optional
Stereo
Ensure as the teacher you know how each movement on the card should
be performed. See demonstration video on www.nzcaf.org.nz
Cards need to be printed, laminated and chopped into individual
movement cards.
- Students stand in a circle
- Each student is give an aerobics movement card
- Each student then has a short amount of time to consider how their
movement is performed.
Give them time to try their movement before sharing how they think
the movement is performed.
- Next moving around the circle, each student performs (one at a time)
the movement on their card. The student shares how they think the
movement might be performed. If the student gets it right, the
teacher acknowledges the correct performance of the movement and
the other students all join in, copying the movement. If the student is
incorrect the teacher demonstrates how to perform the movement
correctly and the students all join in, completing four repetitions of
the movement.
- Once students have all had a turn at sharing their movement, collect
the cards back in
- Students may travel the movement into the center of the
circle and back out again
- Go around the circle again. Student calls out the name of
their movement and everyone else performs the movement.
- Do a quick recap at the end of the lesson testing students on
their understanding and ability to remember the name of the
movement and how it is performed. Ask students to jog
around the room in their own space. The teacher calls out a
movement and the students have to perform it. Students
then continue to jog around the room until the teacher calls
out a different movement. This activity can be as short or as
long as you want it to be. NB: by doing it with music in the
background you can encourage students to move to the beat
of the music.
1. What did you notice about the intensity of all the aerobics
movements?
2. What words would you describe aerobics movements?
Q&A
1. Quality of the movement is high impact, precise with purposeful
placement of arm and leg lines. High energy. Need to use power
to get off the floor
2. Movements are bouncy, energetic, upbeat

Activity 2

1. Resource – Movement Cards

Heel Dig
High Kick
Stomp
Charleston Kick
Pivot
Front Shuffle
Lunge Side
Flick Kick Side
Flick Kick forward

Stride Jump
Sweep
Hitch Kick
Floor Touch
Hiccup
Star Jump
Tuck Jump
Stag Jump
Leap

Stride jump tap feet in air land in a stride position

Grapevine
Easy Knee
Side Jack
Side Squat
Pendulum
Gallop
Chasse
Scoop
Over the fence

Easy run
High Knee Lift
Knee Over
Side Tap
Twist, Twist
Shuffle
Easy Run
Hamstring Curl
Easy knee

Pony
Front flick
Side flick
Run
Hop
Sit Roll

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment
Preparation
Activity
Instructions

Corner to Corner
To develop students understanding of what sport aerobics movements
are and how they can use them to travel in space.
1. Resource - Movement cards
Give each student a movement card
- Students find a partner and are given a movement card each
- Each pair must now decide which of the movement cards that
they have would be best to use to travel across the room
- Students then return one of their cards and hold onto the
other one
- Choose a pair to be the first leaders
- Then all the other pairs need to line up behind them
- Students will now travel from one corner to the other
following the leaders movements
- The leader will yell out the name of their movement then
begin traveling to the opposite corner
- The next pair in the line will copy their movement and follow
them after waiting 8 counts of music*, until everyone is back
at the start

Activity 3

Start
-

Extension

Student
Questions

Teaching Points

The pair that was leading now goes to the back of the group
and the next pair lead with their movement card
This process is repeated until each pair have had a chance to
lead a movement

*it is important that students begin to move in time to the music. Making
sure they leave 8 counts between each pair. This will allow students to
begin to count the music. Some students may need to be counted in
initially.
E.g . 5, 6, 7, 8
Students could use the aerial skill move cards to try out new jumps.
Alternative is to let more able students lead the warm up from corner to
corner.
You had two movements – what was your reason for choosing the one
you did?
When you are creating your choreography what would the movement
you chose be useful for?
You may wish to put cones out to mark the four corners. The bigger the
distance the more aerobically challenging it is for students.

The movements the
students choose
should be used to
travel to new
formations

Movement
vocabulary –
Warm up game
Objectives

Equipment

Preparation
Activity
Instructions

Extension

Student
Questions
Teaching Points

Movement card circuit

Reinforcing understanding of aerobics movements call. Students can
perform movements in their own time and have the opportunity to
experiment with travelling and change of direction.
Movement cards
Music 130-145bpm
Stereo
Spread out the cards around the room either in a circle or at random
- Place the movement cards on the floor in a large spread out circle
around the room
- Get students to stand behind one of the cards
- When the music plays students perform the movement that is on the
card e.g. knee lift
- When the teacher says “change” students move clockwise around the
circle to the next card
- The music will then play again and the student again performs the
movement on the card they have in front of them
- This process continues until students are back at the start of the circle
- Alternatively cards can be placed anywhere around the room and
students can move at random to cards. Once the students have all
found a card and practiced the movement the…???
While the students are at each station give them an instruction on how to
vary the movement. Consider non-locomotive verse loco motive
movement.
1. Were there any cards that you were unsure of how to perform
the movement?
2. How would you describe the style of aerobics movements?
Move around the room while students are doing the movements from the
cards. If students are struggling with a card, go over to them and
demonstrate how to do the movement.
Note: The movements that students are having particular trouble with,
may need to be broken down further as class at the end of the activity.
Q&A
1. Add these to the movements that you need to break down further
as class
2. Aerobic movements are high impact. They use a lot of energy and
are bouncy.

Activity 4

Movement
vocabulary warm up game
Objectives

Equipment

Preparation
Activity
Instructions

Variation on musical chairs

Aim of the exercise is to get students moving aerobically and becoming
more familiar with aerobics movement vocabulary and how to execute
specific movements.
Movement cards
Aerobics music 130bpm – 150pm
Stereo
Spread out cards round the room. One less than the number of students
doing the activity.
- Place the movement cards on the floor around the room
- Get students to stand behind one of the cards
- When the music plays, students perform the movement that is on the
card e.g. knee lift
While the music is playing the teacher needs to remove one of the
cards from one of the students. The student keeps performing the
movement.
- When the music stops get students to run and stand behind a new
card
- One student should be left without a card. This student must run in a
circle around the room for the next round of the game while the
other student performs their movement on their card
- When the music stops all students then have to stand behind a new
card, (one student again will not have a card).
- Repeat this process x5-x10 times
- Alternately you can take away a card after each round with the
objective of the game being last man standing. If students are not
standing behind a card they are out of the game.

Extension

-

Student
Questions

Student questions should be based on teacher observations throughout
the activities
E.g. What did you find difficult about that activity?
Observe the students throughout the activity. Base your student questions
on things you observed.

Teaching Points

You could play the game as an elimination game. After each round
remove one more card. If you are playing the game as elimination, it
is important to consider what the students who are eliminated are
doing while the game continues. E.g. jogging, jumping, hopping,
skipping. Aim of the game is go get students moving aerobically.

Activity 5

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment

Preparation
Activity
Instructions

Activity 6
Aerobics movement cards
Aerobics music 120 -145bpm – good speed for learning movements
Stereo
Start with introduction to aerobics movements activity 1
-

-

Students then move into small groups of 2 students
The teacher then gives each group 2 different movement cards
(or students hold onto their card from activity 1)
The students in each group place the cards on the ground in the order
that they wish to complete the movements in. e.g.. Knee lift, step
touch,
The aim of this activity is for students to work co-operatively and learn
aerobics movement vocabulary; it is not important how many
repetitions of each movement they do.
Once students have decided on the order of the cards they then
practice the sequence as a group
Students then join with another group
Taking turns each pair shares the sequence they have created, but
does not tell the pair that is watching what their movement cards are
The pair that watches then has to try and guess what each of the
other groups movement cards are that they used
Then swap over the pair and repeat
The two pairs now join their sequences together, to create a 4
movement sequence

Extension

Students could add
- Arm lines
- Formations
- Canon
- Starting shape
- Ending shape
- Or each group teach their sequence so they have a longer
sequence

Student
Questions
Teaching Points

1. How did you use the cards to help you create your sequence?
2. How could your group make your sequence more complex?
Students have just created a mini sequence. A mini sequence is a block of
aerobics choreography 8 counts or longer that has no aerobic skill moves
included in the sequence.
Students may wish to video their sequence at the end of the lesson so that
they don’t forget it.
Q&A
1. Movement cards help students remember the movements they have
included in their sequence and help them decide on how to order the
movements in a sequence.
2. Students can make their sequences more complex by adding any of the
extension activities to their sequence.
*See NZCAF Technical Regulations for detailed explanations of complexity
as part of the aerobic judging criteria.

Sequences
Objectives

Equipment

Preparation

Activity
Instructions

Extension

Student
Questions
Teaching Points

What is a mini sequence?
Activity 7
Students further develop understanding of what a mini sequence is and
how to use it in an aerobics routine by completing a view and respond
activity.
Resource 4: NZCAF National championships DVD*
Resource 5: Mini sequence sheet
TV and DVD player
Students need pen and paper
Watch the NZCAF DVD
Choose a routine that the students will watch
Count the number of mini sequences, then how many counts each mini
sequence is.
- Explain to the class what a mini sequence is (see teaching points)
- Watch an aerobics routine from the NZCAF Nationals DVD
NB: Primary routines are simple and use lots of mini sequences,
secondary routines are more complex with more skill moves
therefore having more mini sequences.
- Students must note down how many mini sequences they can see in
the routine using the mini sequence sheet.
- Students watch the clip again and see if they can find any more mini
sequences.
- Students watch the clip for the third time and note down how many
counts each mini sequence is e.g. 8 counts, 12 counts, 14 counts etc.
NB: Each beat of music = 1 count e.g. 4beats of music = 4 counts of
choreography
Note: that younger students will find this part of the activity difficult.
- Get students to create a mini sequence 8 counts long (see creating a
mini sequence activity)
1. What is a mini sequence?
2. How many mini sequences in the routine?
3. How many counts are in each mini sequence in the aerobics clip?
- A mini sequence is a block of choreography that is 8 counts or more
that does not include a skill move
- An example of a 8 count mini sequence would be
- Grapevine 1-4 easy run 5-8
- Compulsory High Kicks and Stride Jumps can make up part of a mini
sequence. E.g. a 16 count mini sequence might consist of stride
jumps 1-8 counts, then a grapevine easy run 1-8 counts.
- A mini sequence cannot contain any skill movement e.g. tuck jump,
splits, press up, straddle hold etc. It is purely 8 counts or more of
aerobic movements.
- As a rough guide when choreographing an aerobics routine you
want to include 2-3 mini sequences per ¼ of a routine. ¼ of a
routine is 30sec.
(NB primary routines 2-3 mini sequences per 1/3 of a routine as
routines are 1:30min in duration not 2min)
*NZCAF DVDs are available for purchase contact www.nzcaf.org.nz
Please email your regional representative in your area

Resource 5: Mini sequence sheet
Mini Sequence: A mini sequence is a block of choreography that is 8 counts or more that does not include a skill
move.
-

Watch the sport aerobics routine and note down how many mini sequences you can find.
Watch it for a second time did you spot any more?
Were there any sequences that were not a full 8 counts therefore not a mini sequence
e.g 6 counts of aerobics then a tuck jump on counts 7-8. This would not be a full mini sequence

Number of mini sequences:

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment

Preparation
Activity
Instructions

Extension

Student
Questions

Teaching Points

Creating a 8 count mini sequence
For students to learn what a mini sequences is in an aerobics routine
and to learn how to create one.
Resource 2: Movement cards
Aerobics music 130bpm -150bpm
Stereo

Activity 8

Students are working in pairs for this activity
- Each student takes a movement card
- In pairs students decide on the order they will perform the
movements in
- Place the cards on the ground in the order that they will perform
them in
- Students must then ensure that their sequence is 8 counts. To do
this they will need to decide how many repetitions of their
movements they will need to complete.
- Once the students have put together their 8 count sequence, they
join with another pair and each pair teaches the sequence they
have just created. The 4 students should now have a 16 count
sequence
- Students then practice their sequence and prepare to share it with
the class
- Each group performs their sequence with the other members of
class as an audience
Students who want a challenge could
- Create another sequence
- Add a rhythm change e.g Movement that is down on the
‘and’ count of the music. Chasse on counts 1&2 rather than
counts 1,2,3
- Add a body level change e.g touch the floor on a lunge
- Add change the direction
- Add travel to the movement
1. How do you know that the sequence that you created is 8
counts long
2. Which movements did you choose to use in your sequence
3. What did you find difficult about this activity
4. When working in a group what was your role and what did you
contribute
Depending on students understanding of beats of music, you may need
to clap the beats of the music with the students before getting them to
create the sequences.

A basic guide is each
step is 1count (beat)
of music. E.g. knee lift,
feet together, knee
lift, feet together =
4counts

Younger students may find it difficult to understand how many counts
each movement is. As a teacher you may choose to focus more on their
ability to create a sequence with a certain number of repetitions of each
movement, rather than a sequence of a particular length or counts.
Depending on the age and ability of the class the teacher may need to
help students figure out how many counts their sequence is.

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment
Preparation
Activity
Instructions

Activity 9
Students develop an understanding of how to create formations and
how to apply them to your choreography.
Resource 6: Formations sheet
Photocopy formation sheet
Students have now created mini aerobic sequences, now they need to
add formations to their sequence.

XX
X X

-

Explain to students what a formation is and why they are used in an
aerobics routine
“the position in space where people are in relation to each other”
Formations are used in an aerobics routine to make choreography
more creative and complex. They add interest to the routine and
make the choreography more visually interesting for the audience to
watch.
-

-

Extension
Student
Questions
Teaching Points

Students draw as many formations as they can think of as a class on
the white board
Split the students back into their groups
Using their formations sheet students need to draw three
formations
Formation 1 is the formation they will start in, formation 2 they will
travel to using movements from their mini sequence and formation
3 is the formation that they will end up in
Using the mini sequence students have created earlier, students
add formations they have drawn to their choreography

Show FISAF fitness routines form youtube and get students to discuss
the effective use of formations.
Reflection at the end of the lesson:
What is a formation?
Why do they make a routine look effective?

xxxx

X
X
X
X

Resource 6: Formation worksheet
FORMATIONS

In the space provided draw your THREE formations.
Then using the mini aerobic sequence you have just created. As a group, modify
your choreography so it uses all three formations.

To enhance your choreography, there should be multiple formation changes 1.
within your routine other than the start and finish formations. This means you
need to change positions with each other often to show interaction and to create
new formations. e.g.
X X X
xxxxx

X X

Use this space to brain storm your ideas a group

2.

3.

X
X
X
X
X

In the space provided draw your THREE formations.
Then using the next aerobic mini sequence you have just created. As a group,
modify your choreography so it uses all three formations.
2.
1.
3.

Sequences
Objectives

Equipment

Preparation

Activity
Instructions

Extension
Student
Questions

Teaching Points

Learn the 32 count compulsory combination sequence
Students learn the 32 count compulsory combination. Students should
focus on learning the movements in the correct order and perform them
with the correct technique.
Resource 7: NZCAF rules and guidelines (Technical Regulations)
Resource 8: Getting started routine demonstration video of 32 count
compulsory combination
Read through the section of the NZCAF rules that explain the 32 count
compulsory combination and the correct performance of the sequence.
Learn the combination so you can teach it to the students.
There is an instruction video of how to perform the movements.
- Teach the students the 32 count compulsory combination from the
NZCAF novice rules.
www.nzcaf.org.nz – rules can be downloaded here
Breaking it down from 8 repetitions of each movement to 2
repetitions of each movement
- Explain the correct technique (see rules)
- Split the class up into pairs. Each pair should have a student who is
confident with the choreography and a student who still has not
mastered it yet
- The students then work together to revise the choreography
- The teacher can then assist the groups that need extra help

Students could add
- Arm lines
- Formations
NB Note that students must do the 32 count compulsory combination at
the same time facing the same way. They are allowed to change
formations providing they follow these rules.
You may wish to show the students the instructional video on the NZCAF
website so they can see the correct technique of how to perform the
movements.

Activity 10

Compulsory
Movements
Objectives
Equipment

Preparation

Activity
Instructions

Extension
Student
Questions

Learning compulsory movements.

Activity 11

To develop an understanding of the compulsory elements in an aerobics
routine and how to execute each element.
NZCAF rules
Resource 8: 32 count compulsory combination clip
Resource 9: compulsory movement cards
Computer with access to the internet
If showing the clip to students the ability to connect the computer to a TV
or projector
Compulsory cards
Download a copy of the NZCAF rules
Downloaded copy of the 32 count compulsory combination clip from
NZCAF resources
In a semi-circle demonstrate each of the compulsory movements
high kicks, stride jumps and push ups.
- Demonstrate each compulsory movement, then demonstrate the
movement again with the students copying. Repeat this process for
each compulsory. High Kicks, stride, Jumps and Push ups
- Split the class into three groups
- Give each group one of the compulsory movement cards e.g. high
kicks, stride jumps or push ups
- Each student must then be able to demonstrate their compulsory
card they were given and know the technique of how it should be
performed
- Students must then form a group of 3 and take on the role of the
expert. One from the high kicks group, one from the stride jumps
group and one from the push up group.
- Students must in their group of 3 teach the other two group
members about their compulsory movement card and practise the
movements.
- Students then watch the DVD of example routines
There is one on the NZCAF website or there are many on YouTube
that can be used as examples or getting started routines on the
NZCAF websitewww.nzcaf.org.nz – see rules for explanations
 X4 push ups
(on knees for primary and intermediate, facing side on to the
audience)
 X4 high kicks (facing side on to the audience)
 X4 jumping jacks (these must be done on the spot, facing the
front)
 32 count compulsory combination (See activity ?)
- Get students to test each other using the compulsory
movement cards about the correct technique
- How many high kicks did they do in the row?
- How many pushups?
- How many jumping jacks?
- What is different about the direction that you have to face
while when performing your high kick and your stride jumps?
- What are the variations of how compulsory push ups can be
performed?
-

When the students are performing these compulsory
elements what do you notice about their travel?

X4
X4
X4
Strides face the
front, Kicks face the
side
Can be performed
on knees or feet,
tricep or bicep
They don’t travel

Teaching Points

Demonstrate each movement with correct technique (see rules
and compulsory movement cards for more information.
As you demonstrate each movement discuss the technique with
the students.
Make sure students are aware of safety.

Resource 9: Compulsory movement cards
COMPLUSARY STRIDE JUMPS



4 in a row with no other exercises in
between



You cannot travel or turn



You must face the front of the stage



The feet must be identical in spacing
and placement for each of the four
repetitions



Feet must start together and finish
together



Feet must open to a minimum of
shoulder width apart and feet must
close together.



Each stride jump is 2 counts of music.
You can use different arms on each
stride jump

COMPLUSARY HIGH LEG KICKS


4 in a row LRLR or RLRL with no other
exercise in between



You cannot travel or turn



You must face the side of the stage



You can use different arms



The legs should be straight and must
kick directly forward being the same
height each time



The supporting heel must be grounded



You must start and finish each
repetition with both feet on the ground
with feet together.

Good technique

Poor Technique

COMPLUSARY PUSH UPS
Examples of correct push up technique


Compulsory push-ups may be
performance on their knees. Both
knees must remain on the floor
throughout all compulsory repetitions



Competitor the option of doing full
push-ups, but the feet must remain on
the floor at all times. One leg or one
arm pushups are not allowed



4 in a row with no other exercises or
rests in between. (i.e. you cannot stop
at the top of the move for a break, it
must be continuous, and cannot travel
or turn)



You must start and finish with your
arms straight



Minimum level of flexion (bend) 90
degrees at the elbow joint in either a
pectoral/tricep position



You must face the side of the stage



Your hands must stay on the floor in the
start position the whole time and
should not move



You must use the same speed (rhythm)
for each repetition.



Both shoulders should remain square to
the floor with the back and neck in
alignment throughout the entire
movement.

Tricep position

Pectoral position

Push ups on your knees in pectoral position

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment
Preparation
Activity
Instructions

Creating arm lines
Students develop an understanding of how to create interesting arm lines
and add them to compulsory stride jumps.
Arm lines formation sheet
Photo copy sheet
-

Students create arm lines in a group
First students need to write down the first letter of each of
their names in the square on the sheet provided
Each student creates one arm line for each of the stride jumps
that relates to the first letter of their name
As a group practise the arm lines as a sequence first
Then students record them on their sheet
Next students practise performing the arm lines with the
stride jumps
Students have now created 8 counts of arm lines

This activity can be used to create arm lines for any aerobics mini
sequence.
Student could then choose a mini sequence they have created and create
arms lines for it.

Extension

Student
Questions
Teaching Points

1. Students can choose a word as a group, write down the arm lines
and then match them as a mini sequence
2. Students stand in a line and each student creates one arm line to
create a sequence, they then choose a mini sequence and match
the arm lines to it.
1. What did you find difficult in this activity?

Activity 12

In the space
provided draw each
of your arm lines
you have created
for your compulsory
stride jumps. E.g.
Y

E

Z

O

Resource 10: Arm lines worksheet
COMPLUSARY STRIDE JUMPS



4 in a row with no other exercises in
between



You cannot travel or turn



You must face the front of the stage



The feet must be identical in spacing
and placement for each of the four
repetitions



Feet must start together and finish
together



Feet must open to a minimum of
shoulder width apart and feet must
close together.



Each stride jump is 2 counts of music.
You can use different arms on each
stride jump

In the space provided draw each of your arm lines you have created for your
compulsory stride jumps. E.g.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment
Preparation
Activity
Instructions

What is a transition?
To develop students understanding of what a transition is and how to use
it in an aerobics routine.
Resource 11: Transition cards
-

Extension

Student
Questions

Teaching Points

-

Begin with student questions
Hand out transition sheet to students
Get students to experiment with as many different ways of
getting down and up off the floor as possible
Students choose a transition down the floor to get into push up
position and a transition up from push up position to stand
Students record their transition on the transition hand out
Now put it all together using the transition cards and compulsory
push up cards to complete a sequence

Show students the NZCAF DVD and get them to identify transitions
Get them to try some transitions that they have seen on the DVD

NB: Links to Maxi sequence activity
1. Why would you use a transition?
2. Where in an aerobics routine could you use a transition?

Answers
1. A transition is a linking movement between a mini aerobic
sequence and a skill movement
2. Transitions can be used to get down and up off the floor
E.g a 8 count block of aerobic choreography, then a 4 count roll
to the floor into push up position then a transition up to stand

Activity 13

Transition down

X 4 Push Ups

Transition up

Resource 11: Transition Cards
TRANSITION FROM SKILL MOVE TO MINI SEQUENCE
transition down to the floor

In the space provided draw your transition down to the floor.

A Transition is defined as the link between mini aerobic sequences and skill
elements, or the link from skill element to skill element.
Transitions can make a routine more intense and they should enhance a skill
element by having limited set up and recovery, so that they are not predictable
therefore are ’hidden’ in the choreography.
NOTE; The length of the transition is important - the less time used for transitions
will allow for a more intense and physically demanding routine. A transition can be
two – eight counts of music.
GROUP TWO - PUSH UP SKILL ELEMENT
2 ARM PUSH UP

2 ARM PUSH UP

Starting position is with the body fully extended in the prone position off the floor.
Hands and feet are on the floor with hands shoulder width apart. Elbows are
extended and fingers point forwards. Elbows flex as chest is lowered to the floor
forming a minimum of 900 at the elbow joints. Elbows are then extended to raise
body to the starting position. Back/shoulder/hip alignment must remain horizontal
throughout the movement.
TRANSITION FROM SKILL MOVE TO MINI SEQUENCE
TRANSITION UP FROM THE FLOOR
A Transition is defined as the link between mini aerobic sequences and skill
elements, or the link from skill element to skill element.
Transitions can make a routine more intense and they should enhance a skill
element by having limited set up and recovery, so that they are not predictable
therefore are ’hidden’ in the choreography. NOTE; The length of the transition is
important - the less time used for transitions will allow for a more intense and
physically demanding routine. A transition can be two – eight counts of music.

In the space provided draw your transition up from the floor

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment
Preparation
Activity
Instructions

What is a skill move?
To develop students understanding of what a skill is and how to use it in
an aerobics routine
Resource 12: Skill movement cards

-

-

-

-

-

Flexibility Cards
The teacher uses the flexibility cards and demonstrates the
movement or asks an able student to assist demonstrating the
movement on each card
If movements are too difficult to demonstrate the teacher can show
video clips of the movement being performed online
Students watch the teacher demonstrate the movement then
attempts the movement. NB see safety considerations for flexibility
Static Strength
The teacher uses the static strength cards and demonstrates the
movement or asks an able student to assist demonstrating the
movement on each card or they view the movement online
Students watch the demonstration of the movement then attempts
the movement
These are the most difficult movements and can be modified
according to the class

Push Up
The teacher uses the push up cards and demonstrates the movement
or asks an able student to assist demonstrating the movement on
each card or they view the movement online
- Students watch the demonstration of the movement then attempt
the movement
- These are difficult movements and can be modified according to the
class
Get students to record the skill moves that they can do successfully using
the NZCAF skill move list they can highlight the movements they are able
to do
-

Extension

Aerial Cards
Spread the cards out on the floor around the room, with enough
space to complete each movement
Explain to students safety considerations for this activity
Students in their own time move around the cards and try each of the
jumps or leaps
Students then choose their favorite skill move to share with a partner
Then as a class get each student to stand by the card of their
favourite jump.
Get each group of students who have chosen that card to
demonstrate to the rest of the class the jump that is on their card

Activity 14

Student
Questions

Teaching Points

1. What is a skill move?
2. How many groups of skill moves are there?
3. What are some safety considerations that we need to
remember when executing skill moves
3. A skill move is a Push Up, Static strength, Flexibility or Jump
movement that can be found in the skill move section of the NZCAF
rules
4. There are 4 groups of skill movements
Skill moves are not an essential part of students being able to do aerobics.
Emphasis is on fun and creating aerobic sequences.
Safety considerations for this activity include:
5. Demonstrating landing with bent knees and landing through their
feet
6. Completing a good warm up that includes stretching
7. Talking to students about knowing their limits with flexibility
8. Consider the space and remove and or identify to students any
hazards.

Resource 12: Skill move cards
GROUP ONE - STATIC STRENGTH SKILL MOVES
NB: In all static strength moves the body is supported and held for 2 counts of the music

ARM STRADDLE PRESS
A balance, starting from a
seated position with the legs on
the floor in an open ‘ V ’. Hands
can be between the legs at the
front or one in front and one
behind – both hands must
remain on the floor. The elbows
extend to completely support
the body off the floor. At the
same time the legs are lifted
horizontally and parallel with
the floor (straddle position).

Option: Turning held
position turning through 1800
(for senior secondary open
only)

2 ARM PIKE PRESS OR L
SUPPORT
A balance, starting from a
seated position with legs on the
floor extended straight out to
the front. Feet are together.
Elbows extend to support the
body as legs lift horizontally
and parallel off the floor.
Option: A pike press with one
leg bent turning held position
through to 1800 (for senior
secondary open only)

or

2 ARM TUCK PRESS
A balance, starting in a seated
position on the floor with the
legs and hips flexed in a tucked
position. Legs are lifted in front
of the body and elbows are
extended to support the body
off the floor maintaining the
tucked position.

Option:
Knees can be
parallel to the floor, feet
crossed, or both legs can be
curled to the side in the
same direction

2 ARM SIDE PRESS
A balance, starting with arms in
a tricep push up position where
the hands are under the torso,
and elbows are flexed. Both
feet lift off the floor with knees
bent and the underneath leg is
supported in a lateral position
by one arm on the elbow. Both
the knees and feet are in a
horizontal, parallel position to
the floor.
Options:
One leg flexed and one straight
Both legs straight
Both legs straight with one
arm in-between legs

2 ARM SUPPORTED PLANCHE
A balance from a modified push
up position where both elbows
are inverted to the waist and
the body’s weight is taken on
flexed elbows and the legs are
lifted off the floor. The body
and legs are extended in a
horizontal position (i.e.
shoulder and hips and feet
should be square to the floor
and not asymmetrical). This
move can be done with feet
apart or together.

SPLIT PLANCHE
This is the same as the 2 arm
supported planche except one
leg is extended forward and
rests on the shoulder. The back
foot is off the floor.
V PRESS
A balance hold, starting in a
seated position both legs are
extended in the front of the
body. The hips are fully flexed
and brought forward in front of
the body. Legs and feet are in
front of the face in a narrow ‘V’
position (i.e. held apart).
Elbows extend as the body is
supported off the floor.
Option: Can be done
with legs together = V press
closed

GROUP TWO - PUSH UP SKILL MOVES
2 ARM PUSH UP
Starting position is with the
body fully extended in the
prone position off the floor.
Hands and feet are on the floor
with hands shoulder width
apart. Elbows are extended and
fingers point forwards. Elbows
flex as chest is lowered to the
floor forming a minimum of 900
at the elbow joints. Elbows are
then extended to raise body to
the starting position.
Back/shoulder/hip alignment
must remain horizontal
throughout the movement.
Option: Can be performed with
one hand placed forward of
the shoulder while the other
remains at the shoulder

2 ARM TRICEP PUSH UP
As for a 2 Arm push up but the
starting position is modified so
that the hands are placed on
the floor, at the side of the
torso, under the shoulder
which keeps the elbows close
to the body throughout the
entire movement.

VARIATIONS ON BASIC 2 ARM
PUSH UPS
Circular/Rolling Push Up:
A push up where the body
perform a circular motion
forward or backward or
laterally during the push up
movement i.e. forward, down,
back up.
Split Push Up:
A push up where one leg is
brought forward to rest on one
shoulder.
Flying Push Up:
A push up where one or both
hands remains on the floor, and
the elbows are flexed in a
standard push up position of
900. As the elbows extend the
feet are kicked or propelled to
form a low ‘V’ with the legs in
the air and land in the push up
position. The body and legs
stay parallel to the floor.

1 ARM PUSH UP
A push up where the weight is
supported on one hand.
Starting position is the same as
the standard push up or a
tricep push up. The legs and
can be wide or close together.
One hand is released, the
supporting elbow is flexed to a
minimum of 900 and the chest
is lowered towards the floor.
The supporting elbow is then
extended and the body raised
to the starting position.
Alignment of
shoulders/hip/back must be
maintained throughout the
movement.
Option: Can be performed with
free arm close to body or in
laid out position

VARIATION ON 1 ARM PUSH UP
1 Arm Triceps Push Up:
A one arm push-up in which the
supporting arm is held
perpendicular (i.e. at 900 to
the floor), a push up movement
is performed during which the
elbow of the supporting arm
is held close to the body.

2 ARM HINGE PUSH UP
A push up where the shoulders
move laterally to one side at
the bottom of the movement.
If the body moves to the right
then the right elbow will lower
to just off the floor. The
shoulders then move back to
the centre before returning to
the start position.
VARIATION ON 2 ARM HINGE PUSH UP
2 Arm Tricep Hinge Push Up:
The body moves backwards as
the elbows lower to just off the
floor, i.e. down, back, forwards
and up. The body then moves
back to the centre before
extending elbows and returning
to the start position (ankles and
elbows act as hinges).
Option: Can be performed with
feet together or apart
GROUP THREE - AERIAL SKILL MOVES

NB: The following moves are
LEAPS - these are aerial moves
which DO travel
FRONT JETE
Starting in a standing position,
leap from one leg to the other
where the legs move through a
front split position in the air.

STRADDLE JETE
Starting in a standing position,
a sideways leap from one leg to
the other where the legs move
through a straddle (side) split
before landing.
FRONT SWITCH JETE
Starting in a standing position,
leap from one leg to the other
where the legs move into a
front split position then quickly
switch to split the opposite leg
leading before landing.

½ SWITCH JETE
Starting in a standing position,
leap from one leg to the other
where the front leg bends as it
switches to the opposite leg
leading before landing.

AIRJACK
Starting in a standing position,
jump vertically from two feet.
Whilst in the air the legs abduct
(lift out to the side) and return
together again before landing
with both feet together.

TUCK JUMP
Starting in a standing position,
jump vertically from two feet.
The knees lift up to the chest
and return before landing with
both feet together.

STAG JUMP
Starting in a standing position,
jump vertically from two feet.
The front leg is bent in front
and the other leg is lifted bent
behind before landing with
both feet together.
Option: Can be performed with
the back leg straight

SPLIT JUMP
Staring in a standing position,
jump vertically from two feet.
The legs quickly lift to a front
split position, parallel to the
floor, before landing with both
feet together.

STRADDLE JUMP
Starting in a standing position,
jump vertically from two feet.
The legs lift to a straddle split
position, the hands reach for
the toes before landing with
both feet together.

SINGLE PIROUETTE JUMP
Starting in a standing position,
jump vertically from two feet.
The body completes a 360°
(single) turn in the air before
landing with both feet together.

WOLF SWITCH
A leap from one leg in which
the other leg kicks straight to a
90° hip flexion position then
bends to a tuck position, while
the ‘take-off’ leg kicks up to a
pike (90° hip flexion) position.
The torso flexes forward
toward the straight leg and the
landing is on two feet.
WOLF JUMP (COSSACK)
A pike jump with one leg
extended horizontal to the
ground, the other leg flexed at
the hip (90°) with the knee
bent. Landing and take-off are
on two feet simultaneously.
Arms and torso flex forward
toward legs. One leg kicks to a
horizontal position with knee
extended and 90 degrees of hip
flexion and the other leg is in a
tuck position

PIKE JUMP
A jump from two feet, in which
the legs quickly lift to a
horizontal pike position before
landing with feet together
simultaneously. From a
standing position, jump
vertically from two feet, flex
hips, and kick both legs up to a
horizontal position with the
knees extended and feet
together. Arms and torso flex
forward toward the legs in midair. Perfect execution requires
45° of torso flexion and 90° of
hip flexion, legs in a horizontal
position, with legs/feet
together.
GROUP FOUR - FLEXIBILITY SKILL MOVES
NB: The following moves are DYNAMIC FLEXIBILITY MOVES – which are NOT held and are executed
in an upright body position.
HITCHKICK
A small leap from one foot to
another where the supporting
leg momentarily tucks up to the
chest prior to the kick and the
non landing leg is kicked
straight up to the front of the
body.

HITCH AND HOLD
A small leap from one foot to
another where the supporting
leg momentarily tucks up to the
chest prior to the kick and the
non landing leg is kicked
straight up to the front of the
body and held up by the hands.
STANDING FAN KICK
A kick where one leg is swept in
a fan movement crossing in
front of the body and
continuing to circle outward to
the side. This can also be done
with the fan movement circling
inward.
SUPINE FAN
Same as for the standing fan
kick, except you are lying on
your back.

NEEDLEPOINT
A split in a standing position on
one leg with the other one
lifted behind with the body
dropped forwards onto the
supporting leg. Support may be
given by one or both hands.
Minimum angle made by legs in
split should be 1600.

ILLUSION
A split standing on one leg the
other leg lifted up behind with
the body dropped forward onto
the supporting leg. The whole
body rotates through a 180° (or
360°) turn during the
movement. Minimum angle
made by legs in split should be
1600.
Options: Both hands give
support on the floor. One hand
gives support on the floor
Unsupported

–

no

hands
NB: The following are SPLIT
MOVES – which are executed
on the floor

FRONT SPLIT
A split with one leg flexed
straight forward from the hip
and the other extended straight
behind in an upright position.

VARIATIONS OF FRONT SPLIT
standing Front Split

Supine Front Split
Front split lying on the back
holding the top leg

Side Lying Side Split
A split lying on the side where
the top leg is lifted up to the
side and overhead.
STRADDLE SPLIT
A split, where both legs are in a
very wide straddle position
seated on the floor and the
body is in an upright position.

6.4.10 VARIATIONS OF STRADDLE SPLIT
6.4.10.1
Pancake:
A straddle split with the chest
to the floor between the legs.

Supine Straddle Split
A straddle split lying on the
back with the legs open and
feet to the floor in line with the
head

Sit Through
Starting in a straddle split on
the floor, with the body
upright. The chest is lowered to
the floor and the legs are
moved in a backward direction
to come together. This can also
be done in reverse.

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment

Preparation
Activity
Instructions

What is a Maxi sequence
To develop students understanding of what a maxi sequence is and how
to use it in an aerobics routine
Resource 2: Movement cards,
Resource 11: Transition cards,
Resource 12: Skill movement cards
9. Each group of students gets three cards: Mini sequence,
Transition, Skill move. These 3 cards make up the components of
a maxi sequence
10. Students must place the card in order. Mini sequence, Transition
down, skill move (floor)
11. Students then collect 3-4 movement cards and create a
movement sequence (see creating a basic sequence activity)
12. Students place the cards in the order that they will perform the
movement in under the mini sequence heading
13. Next students choose a transition card (down)
14. Students place the transition card under the transition heading
and add it onto the mini sequence
15. Next students choose a skill move that can be performed on the
floor. They place this card under the skill movement heading and
add it on to the sequence after the transition
16. Once students have completed their maxi sequence each group
must figure out how many counts of they have created e.g.. 12
counts
17. Students then repeat this process but start with a transition up,
then add mini sequence, then add a skill move

Activity 15

Example of a maxi
sequences
Mini Sequence
Grapevine 1-4

Easy walk 5-8
Transition Down
Roll to floor 1-4

Skill Move (floor)
Straddle hold 5-6

Transition Up
A frame 7-8
Mini Sequence
Chasse 1-4
Knee Over 5-8
Skill Move Up
Tuck Jump 1-4

Extension

Student
Questions
Teaching Points

Draws links from:
Creating a basic sequence
What is a mini sequence
What is a skill move
What is a transition
1. What is a Maxi Sequence?
A Maxi sequence is the combination of a mini sequence (block of aerobic
choreography)+ a transition + a skill movement
An example would be e.g.. grapevine, easy walk, roll to push up position,
Triceps Push up.

Sequences
Objectives

Equipment
Preparation

Activity
Instructions

Vocab Test
This literacy component is important, as it’s aim is for students to develop
and understanding of the vocabulary used in sport aerobics and to be able
to demonstrate the movements
Aerobic movements sheet (or cards)
Vocabulary sheet
Photocopy:
Aerobic movements sheet (or cards)
Vocabulary sheet
Practical Vocabulary Test
- Split the students into pairs
- Using the aerobics movements sheet (or movement cards) get
students to test each other on how many aerobics movements
they know and can demonstrate
- One member of the pair calls out the movement e.g. side touch
And the other member of the pair records a tick or a cross next to
the movement if the student got it right
- At the end of the activity students note how many they got right
so they can try and improve their score next time
- As a class get students to stand in a circle and ask their peers to
demonstrate movements that they were unsure about in their
pair. Other students in the class can demonstrate the movements
and everyone in the circle joins in until all movements have been
demonstrated that students were unsure about.
This activity can be repeated at the end of each lesson. Aim would be for
students to be able to demonstrate each aerobic movement by the end of
the lesson.
Written Vocabulary Test
Have students fill out the vocabulary sheet throughout the unit of work.
At end of the unit give them a blank sheet and test them on their
knowledge. You could do this as a in class test or informally as a general
knowledge test and get students to mark each others work.
Term
Sport aerobics
Mini Sequence
Maxi Sequence

Extension

Definition

Transition
8 Counts
32 Count combination
Compulsories
Sequence
Skill moves
Aerobic movement
NZCAF
FISAF
High impact
Complexity
Intensity
Formation
Arm lines
You may want to add extra definitions to the vocabulary sheet throughout
the unit when discussing unfamiliar words with students or if students
have specific questions about terminology used that they are unsure of.

Activity 16

Resource 13: Vocabulary definitions
Teacher copy
Term
Sport aerobics
Mini Sequence
Maxi Sequence
Transition
8 Counts
32 Count combination
Compulsories

Sequence
Skill moves

Aerobic movement
NZCAF
FISAF
High impact

Complexity
Intensity

Formation
Arm lines
Fitness category vs Sport
aerobic category

Definition
is the ability to perform continuously complex and high
intensity movement patterns to music, while working anaerobically.
8counts of more of aerobic movement (it must not contain a skill
move)
8counts or more of aerobics movement + a transition + a skill move
The movement that links the aerobic choreography and the skill
move
8 beats of music
32 counts of choreography that is compulsory for novice and
primary and intermediate competitors
These are movements that must be included in an aerobics routine.
X4 High Kicks, x4 Push ups, x4 Stride Jumps and 32 count
combination
A series of connected aerobic movements
A movement that comes from the flexibility, static strength, push
up or Jump family and is not an aerobic movement or one of the
compulsories
Is the choreography that makes up a mini sequence that must be
reflect of the style of sports aerobics
New Zealand Competitive Aerobics Federation
Federation of International Sport Aerobics and Fitness
Aerobics choreography involving jumping, jogging and hopping
movements where both feet loose contact with the ground and
show power and agility to get up off the floor.
How difficult the choreography and skill moves are to complete.
High impact aerobic movements that show the use of power to get
off the floor and have height under their feet. The more intensity
an athlete shows the more energy expenditure.
The position in space where people are in relation to each other
The choreography of the arms
Sport aerobics has different categories. The fitness category has
groups of 6-8 competitors and there are not compulsory elements,
push up or static skill moves. The sport aerobics category has
individuals, pairs and team and competitors must have
compulsories, and skill elements such as push up, static, flexibility
and aerial.

Student Copy

Term
Sport aerobics
Mini Sequence
Maxi Sequence
Transition
8 Counts
32 Count combination
Compulsories
Sequence
Skill moves
Aerobic movement
NZCAF
FISAF
High impact
Complexity
Intensity
Formation
Arm lines
Fitness category vs Sport
aerobic category

Definition

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment
Preparation

Activity
Instructions

Learn “Getting Started” choreography
For students to develop an deeper understanding of how to learn
choreography and to learn a more complex aerobics sequence
Internet access, computer, projector, choreography notes handout
Resource 8: Routine 1
Print combination 1 and 3 choreography notes from routine 1
Chop up the notes so students just receive block 1 and 3
If students have devices such as laptops, smart phones or ipads ask them
to bring them to the session so students can have one device per group to
watch the choreography on
We know that when you’re new to Sport Aerobics, putting together a routine
can be daunting! So NZCAF has put together some example routines for your
students to use as a starting point.
The ‘Getting Started Routines’ are choreographed by experienced athletes
and coaches, for use in NZCAF events across the country. They are designed
as basic routines for either our primary, intermediate or secondary novice
categories, and can also be adapted for teams and groups.
-

-

Watch the videos:
Each routine has been videoed in blocks. Each block is 32 counts,
with a front and reverse view. You can watch them online or
download the videos on to your computer.
Read the choreography notes:
The routines come with choreography notes that make learning
combinations simple and straight forward.

Show students are shown the online resource:
http://nzcaf.org.nz/getting-started-with-nzcaf/about-the-aerobicsroutines/
-

As a group they are given the choreography notes for either
block 1 or block 3 from routine one.

-

Using the online video and the choreography notes the group
learners the block of choreography

-

That group then partners up with group who did the opposite
block of choreography and each group teaches the other
group their block of choreography

-

Students can then add formations and arm lines to their
choreography in their groups

-

Extension

At the end of the lesson they should have learned two blocks
of 32counts
Students could learn a block of choreography from routine 2, 3 or 4

Activity 17

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment
Preparation
Activity
Instructions

Creating start and finish shapes
Students develop an understanding of how to create a creative start and
end shapes
1 camera (could be a phone, ipod, ipad, flip video etc)
Student handout effective start and end shapes
Photo copy sheet
Ensure each group of students has a camera
- First students need to examine the photos and decide why they
are effective start and finish shapes, by writing a written response
in the space provided on their sheet
-

-




-

-

Extension

Students then work in groups recreate each of the photos of
starting shapes
Once students have recreated the shapes they need to take a
photo of themselves as a group doing the shape*
*NB discuss with students how to modify their shapes according
to the number of people in their group and to the ability of the
members of the group
Student then need to compare the photo with the original image
on that they copied to create the shape.
They then need to answer the following questions
Is there anything that looks different in your shape that you need
to change?
Are your arm and leg lines the same or do they need to be
adjusted e.g. arm should be horizontal not vertical
Is there anything about your shape that you are not happy with?
After the students have critiqued their photo of the shape they
have created and made any changes that needed to be made,
they then need to take a second photo and compare again.
Students repeat this process till they are happy with the shape.
Once you’re the students have completed all 4 shapes, they must
create a shape of their own and take a photo of it.
Students now need to choose out of their 5 photos one shape as a
starting shape and one shape as an ending shape for their
aerobics group routine

Could allow students to try lifts or supports. For safety reasons the
schools rules for aerobics state one person in the group must use a body
base that is not their feet. E.g Be on their hands and knees or back.

Activity 18

Student
Questions

Teaching Points

1. Looking at the pictures, why do you think that these shapes are
effective for a start or finish shape?
2. What is important to consider about your body position when you
are creating a group shape?
If it is not possible for students to have one camera per group you may
choose to have two groups work together. Each group can critique the
other groups shape and modify it till it looks like the picture. Then they
would swap over and repeat the process.
Students may need help with the written response depending on the
knowledge of the class. Question 1 and 2 could be done as a class brain
storm. The following factors all contribute to making a shape look more
effective
- Symmetrical shapes verses asymmetrical
- Extension of arm and leg lines
- Focus of where each person is looking
- Using different levels
- Where group members are positioned in relation to other group
members
- Use of different body orientation

Resource 14: Start and finish shapes

Effective start and finish shapes
1.Looking at the pictures below, why do you think that these shapes are effective for a start or finish shape?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
2.What is important to consider about your body position when you are creating a group shape?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Creating a start and end shape








In your group recreate each of these starting shapes
Once you have recreated the shape you need to take a photo of you group doing the shape*
Compare the photo with the original image on that you copied to create the shape.
- Is there anything that looks different in your shape that you need to change?
- Are your arm and leg lines the same or do they need to be adjusted e.g. arm should be horizontal
not vertical
- Is there anything about your shape that you are not happy with
After your group has critiqued the photo of the shape and made any changes that needed to be made,
take a second photo and compare again. Repeat this process till you are happy with the shape.
Once your group has completed all 4 shapes, create a shape of your own and take a photo of it.
Now your group needs to choose out of your 5 photos one shape as a starting shape and one shape as
an ending shape for your aerobics group routine

*If there is a position that is too difficult to for your group to complete modify the shape so that your group can
complete it. If there is a different number of students to the number in your group modify the shape so it works for
your group.

These pictures were taken at the 2012 NZCAF Schools Aerobics Nationals

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment

Preparation

Activity
Instructions

Extension
Student
Questions
Teaching Points

Putting it all together to create a performance
For students to be able to practice and present a completed aerobics
routine that they have created from activities in class.
Music
CD or Ipod stereo
Students should have a copy of all of their choreography sheets
Students need to organise costumes
Convey to students that their performance will be filmed
Students will need all of their choreography notes for practise
- Students have now completed all the activities to create their
aerobics routine.
- In groups students now need to put all their choreography
together
- Start position
- Mini sequence
- 32 count compulsory combination
- Transition down – push ups – transition up
- Mini sequence 8count
- Jump or leap skill move
- Stride jumps with arm lines
- 32count block 1 from getting started NZCAF
resource routine 1
- High kicks
- 32count block 3 from getting started nzcaf resource
routine 1
- End position
- Students should have 2-4 lessons to practice choreography before
presenting to the class
- Students need to decide on what they will wear as their costume
for the assessment. E.g all wear pink tshirts and PE shorts
- They also need to decide on a name for their group
Performance time
- Draw order randomly. You may need two performance days
depending on the size of your class and the number of groups
- Allow 15min for quick run through at the start of the lesson
- Film each of the routines, to allow for student reflection activity
and for marking of the routines
- If possible mark the routines on the day and use the video
footage only as back up
During the practice sessions students may develop choreography further,
by adding in more formations, level changes and skill moves
1. What do you need to remember on the performance day?
2. Have you included all the sections of your choreography
Depending on how you have taught the previous activities will depend on
how much class time students need to put their routine together. If they
put it together as they went as a group they will need less class time but if
they have work shopped different activities as with different people and
not as one group they will need more time at the end to create their
routine.

Activity 19

Sequences
Objectives
Equipment

Preparation
Activity
Instructions

Extension
Student
Questions
Teaching Points

Reflection
Students are able to reflect on their performance of their choreography
and group work
Video of performance
Computer
Projector
Ensure students are able to watch their performance
Using the marking schedule get students to view the footage of their
performance and highlight each of the criteria that applys to them.
Students then need to give themselves an overall grade.

Activity 20

Resource
Not Achieved

Not Achieved

Achieved

Merit

Excellence

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - Individual Mark
 Did not participate OR minimal
participation in performance
 No effort/energy
 Routine doesn’t use moves from
sport aerobics
 Poor timing/lack of knowledge of
routine
 Unclear, vague movements
 Compulsories EITHER not
performed OR performed
incorrectly
 No flow between
movements/transitions/use of
levels
 No costume/gear

 Minimal participation/
effort/energy during

 No recognisable beginning or end
 Hazardous movements present
 Choreography movements do
not reflect the style of sport
aerobics.
 No formation changes
 No attempt to use variation of
space, shape, levels or pathways
 Poor transitions
 No interactions
 No jump/leap
 Routine is less than the required
time

 Beginning and or ending shape
not held
 Choreography movements do
not reflect the style of sport
aerobics
 Some potentially hazardous
movements evident
 Minimal attempt to use
variation of formations, space,
shape, levels or pathways
 Poor transitions
 No jump, leap
 Routine is less than the
required time










 Performed a routine

 Some effort/energy, but may
lack confidence.
performance
 Mostly using sport aerobics
Minimal use of sport aerobic
movements

movements

Some
knowledge
of
routine,
but
Poor timing/lack of knowledge
needed prompting or looked at
of part or all of routine
others for timing
Inaccurate movements

Movements sometimes clear

Some/all compulsories
and
precise

incorrectly performed

Compulsories
performed
may

Poor flow between
be inaccurate in places
movements/transitions/
 Some flow between

change of levels
movements/transitions/change
of levels
No costume/gear
 Predictable choreography

 Some effort with costume/gear

CHOREOGRAPHY CRITERIA - Group mark
 Has a clear beginning and
ending shape
 Choreography includes some
sport aerobics movements
although other styles may be
present. May include some
simple armlines.
 No hazardous movements
 Some varied formations, space,
shape, levels, pathways,
interactions used
 Some evidence of effort to use
transitions between movements.
 Some evidence of use of varied
levels, pathways, shapes
 Choreography includes a jump
and leap
 Routine meets the time
requirements

Performed a routine showing
evidence of energy and
enthusiasm. Good performance
of sport aerobics movements
Good knowledge or routine performed most of routine from
memory (ie without looking at
others).
Good timing/synchronicity
Good clarity of movements
Compulsories reasonably
accurate
Good flow between
movements/transitions/use of
levels
Interesting choreography
Good effort with costume

 Has an interesting beginning and
ending shape
 Choreography uses sports
aerobics movements with simple
arm lines.
 No hazardous movements
 Good use of varied formations,
space, shape, levels, pathways,
interactions
 Transitions applied to enhance
fluidity
 Choreography includes a jump
and leap
 Routine meets the time
requirements

 Performed a routine with
energy and enthusiasm
 Effective performance of
aerobics movements
 Accurate knowledge of
routine
 Performed with excellent
timing/synchronicity and
smooth transitions/change
of levels
 Clear precise movements
 Compulsories accurate
 Imaginative choreography
 Costume- you went all out!

 Has an imaginative
beginning or ending shape
 Choreography uses
effective use of sports
aerobics movements with
complex armlines
 No hazardous movements
 Effective and varied use
of formations, shapes,
pathways, levels.
interactions
 Transitions effectively
applied to enhance flow
 Choreography includes a
jump and leap
 Routine meets the time
requirements

COMMENT

